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The company’s order book also declined 33% to Rs 1,679 cr as

against Rs 2,493 cr in the corresponding period last year. Delays in

finalisation of large orders resulted in an overall decrease in orders

during the quarter. However, there was significant increase in

orders from manufacturing, industrial and urban infrastructure

sectors. The company's order backlog remained strong and stood at

Rs 9,062 cr at the end of September 2012 as against Rs 9,151 cr in

the year ago period. 
ABB has a robust order backlog and with higher order flows from

manufacturing, industrial & urban infra sectors, it has balanced

order mix across all segments. However currently, margins are

under attack due to increase in competitive intensity and slow

progress in some large infra and industrial projects , However,

management has indicated that now margin is likely to improve

from the current level by focus on operational excellence and

successful execution of cost saving programs. Given the strong

competition, declining order flows, slower execution we expect

ABB’s profit, margin and ROE to decline from the current levels. The

stock trades at 9.1x and 10.3x on our FY2013E and FY2014E EPS

estimates, respectively. We maintain our neutral view on the stock.

RESULT UPDATION                                                                                                   

Steady revenue reinforces long-term outlook; ABB Ltd, a provider

of power and automation technologies to utilities and industries,

has posted a marginally rose 3.5% in revenues at Rs 1,786 cr for

the 3QFY13 compared to Rs 1,726 cr in the corresponding quarter

last year. However there is a marginally decline of 4% in revenues

on QoQ basis.
ABB net dips 4.5% in Q3 to Rs 21 cr; Company’s EBITDA margin

beclined by 30bps to 3.8% (YoY) & by 200bps (QoQ) due to high

burden of Other exp, however there is marginally decline in

Material & Errection cost & Employee cost. ABB Ltd profits have

dropped 3.52% (YoY) to Rs 21.37 cr on a (standalone) for the 3Q

this fiscal. “The moderate decline in profit was a result of

challenging economic environment ,delayed projects & the

accounting policy to take all anticipated increase in project costs

due to slow progress in some large infra & industrial projects,” said

Bazmi Husain, Managing Director, ABB Ltd.
The company was hitherto accounting for changes in fair value of

outstanding embedded derivative contracts. This resulted in a net

gain of Rs 8.7 cr, which was accounted as at June 30, 2012, The

company has decided to discontinue the aforesaid policy with

effect from January 1, 2012, to better present the operating

performance and to align its counting in line with the policy

followed by other peer group companies. Consequent to such

change in accounting policy, profit before tax for the current

quarter and nine months period ended September 30, 2012 is

higher by Rs 13 crore and accordingly profits for the other quarters

/ periods are not comparable.


